
                          It came to Pass-Gone Airborne.
                                                                                                                  McKana, July 7, 2020

Isaiah 55:8-9 (KJV)
8 For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith the Lord.
9 For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts 
than your thoughts.
                                              ---------------///////////---------------

Prophecy makes the news.
For those who pay attention to the perfect words of the Lord, they will see the truth, the depth and the 
clarity in it.
On a message the Lord gave us through AVIDAN on MAY 31, 2020 9:12 PM 

https://444prophecynews.com/the-calamities-of-consequences-avidan/, we see a glaring fact.
The LORD Said:-《The Coronavirus Has Gone Airborne. The Awaken Hearts, The Coronavirus 
Has Gone Airborne!!》 and further explanation is given about the dynamics of how it came to be 
airborne.

What were we thinking? Many had the preconceived idea of corona being “airborne.” When the word 
“airborne” comes, we all thought it is propelled to the air through the breath from the nose and mouth 
of an infected person. Yes, it does but “the airborne” word of the Lord is different. Some even 
propagated droplets from the breath being the only vehicle for the transmission. Yes, droplets carry the 
virus but this is not what the Lord is telling us.
Did we get it? No one seems to get it, the world health organization, the doctors, the scientists, no one, 
none, even now, right at this very moment.

Surprisingly, today in the news:-
July 7, 2020
WHO acknowledges 'evidence emerging' of airborne spread of COVID-19
“GENEVA (Reuters) - The World Health Organization on Tuesday acknowledged “evidence emerging”
of the airborne spread of the novel coronavirus, after a group of scientists urged the global body to 
update its guidance on how the respiratory disease passes between people.”
“The WHO has previously said the virus that causes the COVID-19 respiratory disease spreads 
primarily through small droplets expelled from the nose and mouth of an infected person that quickly 
sink to the ground.”
“But in an open letter to the Geneva-based agency, published on Monday in the Clinical Infectious 
Diseases journal, 239 scientists in 32 countries outlined evidence that they say shows floating virus particles can 
infect people who breathe them in.”
“Because those smaller exhaled particles can linger in the air, the scientists are urging WHO to update 
its guidance.”
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-who-airborne/who-acknowledges-evidence-emerging-of-airborne-spread-of-covid-
19-idUSKBN2482AU

   The fact is, the concept the world had about the “airborne” spread of the corona virus and what the 
Lord gave us, just a month earlier, is totally different.
Here are the words of the Lord:-
     “At The Moment” meaning May of 2020 “ The Atmospheric Concentration Density Of The Aerosol 
ls Not ln The Highest Concentration. The Mixing Ratio ls Not fully Robust ln The Atmospheric 
Composition Yet. But Despite The Low Concentration ln The Atmosphere, The World Should Be 
Aware Of The Impending Danger. The Airborne Coronavirus   ls The Most Lethal.””

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-who-airborne/who-acknowledges-evidence-emerging-of-airborne-spread-of-covid-19-idUSKBN2482AU
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-who-airborne/who-acknowledges-evidence-emerging-of-airborne-spread-of-covid-19-idUSKBN2482AU
https://444prophecynews.com/the-calamities-of-consequences-avidan/


This is what “Airborne” means, not the shallow concept of “the scientific world.” Airborne not in the 
sense of few feet distance of transmission of the infection but “The Atmosphere,” the air we breath 
and the degree of its lethality.

Furthermore “The Second, He Said, Will Be Serious, last time People Died In The Hospital, But This 
Time People Will Fall ln The Street, ln their Yards, Parking Lots And ln Their Houses.

Now, regardless of the worlds misconception of “airborne,” did corona virus reach the Highest 
Atmospheric Concentration Density Of The Aerosol, robust enough to become fully airborne? Is this 
“new surge” the begging of corona-airborne? The end for this pandemic doesn't seem to be anywhere 
near in sight yet.

                       The final word is, Corona Gone airborne! The world is warned!

                                           Repent! Repent! Repent!


